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Abstract:  The Plasmonic surface plasmon resonance (SPR) device was used to develop a 

rapid, simple, and specific immunoassay to detect adulteration in milk. The rapid detection of 

adulteration such as Urea, Melamine, and Salmonella is a major concern for the food industry. 

In the present study, urea, melamine, and salmonella are detected in cow and buffalo milk using 

SPR based technique. The performance of the proposed sensor for urea detection in buffalo 

and cow milk is 37.952°/RIU and 38.44°/RIU, respectively. In contrast, the sensitivity detected 

by the proposed SPR sensor for the salmonella and melamine salmonella adulteration in the 

milk is  22.0025°/RIU and 179.125°/RIU, respectively. 

1. Introduction 

The biosensor based on the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) technique has great potential to 

detect and analyze biochemical, biomolecule, and a wide range of chemical applications, due 

to compatibility with the biomolecule, ultra-sensitivity, accurate analysis of medical 

diagnostics, protein, enzyme, biomass, etc [1]–[4]. Surface plasmons are the electro cloud types 

of electromagnetic waves generated at the metal and dielectric interface. SPR biosensors are 

best suitable for untagging biosensing and continuous real-time analysis [5], [6] 

Selecting a material such as a graphene to maximize sensing functions is one of the most 

effective strategies to improve the performance of the biosensor [7]–[10]. The transition metal 

dichalcogenide (TMDC) materials show significant best properties compared to graphene, such 

as a high absorption rate (5%), which is more than that of the graphene (2.5%), also large 

tunable energy band gap than graphene monolayer’s zero bandgaps. So TMDC material is 

preferred in biosensor design. Compared to graphene, TMDCs have remarkable electrical, 

optical, and chemical capabilities, making them ideal candidates and auxiliary materials for the 

next generation of electronic and optic facilities [11]–[13]. TMDC-based SPR sensors are 

chosen for refractive index measurement because of their high sensitivity [14]. 
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Using a graphene layer for the SPR biosensor to boost the sensitivity produced by the light 

absorbed, Wu et al. achieved the maximum sensitivity of 134.6/RIU [15]. L. Wu and Z. Lin et 

al. have created biocompatible MoS2–graphene hybrid structures used in biosensors. On 

surfaces of Al thin film, maximum sensitivities of 182 /RIU and 190 /RIU were obtained with 

4-layer MoS2 and a monolayer of graphene or 6-layer MoS2 coatings, respectively [16], [17]. 

SPR biosensors using MoS2 to increase sensitivity had a maximum sensitivity of 125/RIU, 

according to Ouyang et al. [18]. 

A mono-layer of PtSe2 has the same structural design as phosphorene and graphene. PtSe2 has 

good electrical and optical capabilities and has drawn much interest as a 2-dimensional material 

beyond its predecessors[18]–[20]. It is a 1T-phase group ten transition metal dichalcogenide 

material [21]. 

PtSe2 shows an intrinsic quantum confinement effect and high interlayer interaction. The 

bandgap is extremely adjustable. When transitioning from bulk to few-layer form, this causes 

a type-II Dirac semimetal-to-semiconductor transition, with the greatest band gap of 1.2 eV for 

monolayer (ML) PtSe2 [22], [23]. Furthermore, in PtSe2 sensing applications, reduced toxicity, 

and chemical stability have been [19], [24]. TMDC PtSe2 monolayers are thermoelectrically 

significant and have semiconductor properties, but they also have an amazing optoelectronic 

property. To the best of our knowledge, only a few systematic research on the electric and optic 

properties of PtSe2 have been conducted [1]. 

Ag and Au are suitable for metallic coatings in the visible light region [25]. Ag films have a 

narrower peak than Au films and higher sensitivity, improving biosensor sensitivity [26]. 

However, the Au film is stable in the reaction system, has good adhesion to the glass, and does 

not react with inorganic ions. Au is commonly employed as a metallic coating in sensors since 

it is resistant to oxidation and does not react with most substances [27]. In SPR biological 

systems, Ag and Au's film is used as a metallic layer film on top of the BK7 prism (class) 

[28]. The 2D material PtSe2 could be employed as a preventive layer adjacent to the 

biomolecular recognition components to protect from oxidation and enhance biomolecule 

adsorption. The 2D material PtSe2 is employed in the SPR biosensor to improve sensitivity 

while maintaining stability. The proposed SPR sensor construction is based on the attenuated 

total reflection (ATR) arrangement [29]. In Kretschmann's structure, a prism (for coupling) and 

the metal film are generally used, one of the conventional SPR biosensor designs. Biomolecules 

and metallic membranes can interact, and biomolecules can be identified as a result. We 
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employed Ag to cover BK7 glass as the coupling prism and PtSe2 to cover the metallic layer in 

this structure [30]. 

2. Proposed Sensor Design 

The proposed SPR sensor design consists of a He-Ne laser source on the input side. The light 

coming out of this laser source is of 633 nm wavelength. The optical source is connected with 

a polarizer with a single-mode fiber (SMF) and SMF holder. The 2S2G prism is employed here 

as a coupler, on which other material layers are mounted ( as shown in Fig.1). The first layer 

is of plasmonic metal ( Ag) of the thickness of 50 nm over which the PtSe2 ( TMDC material) 

layer of 0.375 nm is utilized.  

At last, a monolayer of MXene material is placed just below the sensing layer, acting as a 

sensing interface. The photo detector's detection process and results are observed on the output 

side of the display device (shown by the laptop). We can say it’s a five-layer structure 

consisting of prism, Ag, PtSe2, MXene, and analyte layers. The refractive index of these 

materials at the 633 nm wavelength is presented in Table 1. 

 

Fig.1 Proposed sensor design 

Mathematical concept of transfer matrix method – 

The necessary condition for surface plasmon resonance is that the propagation constant of the 

evanescent wave must match the surface plasmon by fixing the incident angle. This is also 

called wavevector matching because the incident light wavevector matched the surface 

plasmon wave vector. 2𝜋𝜆 𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 = 𝑅𝑒{𝛽𝑠𝑝}          (1) 
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Here  is the incident angle 𝑛𝑝 is the refractive index of prism and 𝛽𝑠𝑝 denotes the propagation 

constant of surface plasmon, and its mathematical representation is (2𝜋𝜆 √ 𝜀𝑚𝜀𝑠𝜀𝑚+𝜀𝑠). For surface 

plasmons, excitation energy and momentum conservation are essential. Relation between 

wavevector and angular frequency in propagating x-direction is given by [31]- 𝑘𝑥 = 𝜔𝑐 √ 𝜀1𝜀2𝜀1+𝜀2           (2)  

The incident light wavelength dependent dielectric constant of the metal layer is obtained by 

the Drude-Lorentz model [32], given by- 𝜀𝑚(𝜆) = −𝜀𝑚𝑟 + 𝑖𝜀𝑚𝑖 = 1 − 𝜆2𝜆𝑐𝜆𝑝2 (𝜆𝑐+𝑖𝜆)       (3) 

Here, 𝜆𝑝 (1.4541 × 10−7m) and 𝜆𝑐 (1.7614 × 10−6m) 𝑎𝑟𝑒 the plasma wavelength and the 

collision wavelength of Ag. To find the value of reflection and transmission for the structure, 

a 2-3-layer Fresnals formula is applicable. Still, it would be troublesome for multiple layers to 

use the Fresnels equation for each interface layer directly. The transfer matrix method can find 

the radiative properties of a multi-layered structure or the reflectivity of P polarized light [33]. 

The tangential field between the boundaries is related by- [𝐴1𝐵1] = 𝑀2 𝑀3𝑀4 … … . 𝑀𝑁−1 [𝐴𝑁−1𝐵𝑁−1] = 𝑀 [𝐴𝑁−1𝐵𝑁−1]                       (4) 

Here, 𝐴1and 𝐵1  are the tangential components of electric and magnetic fields, respectively, at 

the first layer's boundary. 𝐴𝑁−1𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐵𝑁−1 are the tangential components of an electric and 

magnetic field, respectively, at the Nth layer boundary. M is the characteristic transfer matrix 

of N-Layered structure, given by- 

M= ∏ 𝑀𝐾 = [𝑀11  𝑀12𝑀21 𝑀22 ]𝑁−1𝐾=2                  (5) 

Here, MK =[ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑘 −sin (𝛽𝑘 𝑞𝑘⁄ )−𝑖𝑞𝑘𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛽𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛽𝑘 ]                    (6)  

𝑞𝑘 = (𝜇𝑘𝜀𝑘)1 2⁄ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑘 and 𝛽𝑘 = 2𝜋𝜆  𝑛𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃𝑘(𝑑𝑘)  

After some mathematical calculation, the total reflection coefficient (r), as well as reflectivity 

(R) [34], obtained by- 

R=|𝑟|2 = (𝑀11+𝑀12𝑞𝑁)𝑞1−((𝑀21+𝑀22𝑞𝑁)(𝑀11+𝑀12𝑞𝑁)𝑞1+((𝑀21+𝑀22𝑞𝑁)        (7) 
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Performance parameters:  

Sensitivity and FoM are the two main performance parameters of an SPR-based biosensor, and 

they should be as high as possible. The sensitivity (S) is defined [34] 𝑆 = 𝛿𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑠𝛿𝑛𝑐   (° RIU⁄ )           (8) 

Where (𝛿𝜃𝑟𝑒𝑠) shift in the resonance angle of incidence and (𝛿𝑛𝑐) is the change in RI of the 

sensing region. Second, the figure of merit is directly related to the resolution. A higher value 

of FoM means a high value of resolution. The value of the FoM [35] can be calculated by 𝐹𝑜𝑀 = 𝑆𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀 1 RIU⁄           (9) 

Thus, to obtain reliable sensing, the sensitivity must be as high as possible, FWHM must be 

low, and the mean SPR curve must be sharp and narrower. There is a tradeoff between detection 

accuracy (DA=
1𝐹𝑊𝐻𝑀) [36] and sensitivity of SPR sensor. Therefore, getting sensors' overall 

performance figure of merit (FOM) is preferred because it includes FWHM and sensitivity.  

 

3. Results and Discussion 

Some examples of Adulteration of milk include the addition of water, whey, vegetable oil and 

protein, and milk from different species, known as economically motivated adulteration. These 

milk frauds do not pose any severe health risk. However, some contaminants showed serious 

adverse effects on human health, such as urea, formalin, detergents, alkaline and acidic 

compounds, hydrogen peroxide, and melamine. In this paper, the author has targeted some 

most commonly used adulteration. The detail is given in Table 1 and other figures, respectively.  

Table 1:  The refractive indices and thickness of different materials used in the proposed sensor 

 

 Materials used  Refractive index  Thickness 

 

Physical and optical 

properties of layers 

included in the 

proposed sensor 

Prism 2S2G 2.358 -- 

PtSe2  [37] 2.9029 + 0.8905i 0.375 nm(monolayer) 

Silver  0.056206+i4.2776 50nm(monolayer) 

MXene[38] 2.38+i1.33 0.993nm(monolayer) 

Types of impurity 

under milk under 

consideration 

Urea [39] 1.4886 

not applicable Melamine film  1.872 

Salmonella [40] 1.43 

Types of milk taken 

for analysis[6] 

Cow whole milk  1.3450 
Average 

refractive 

index 1.3460 

2nm thick film of milk 

sample 

Cow skimmed  milk 1.3451 

Buffalo whole milk 1.3470 

Buffalo skimmed  milk 1.3472 
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Fig. 2 Analysis of urea milk adulteration in the cow as well as buffalo (a) resonance angle 

analysis for buffalo milk (b) resonance angle analysis for buffalo milk 

Fig. 2 (a) and (b) show a shift in SPR angle between whole and skimmed buffalo and cow milk, 

respectively.  It is observed that when urea impurity is present in the milk, it causes a change 

in the milk's refractive index; hence shift in resonance angle takes place. In the inset, the author 

has shown that although the value of cow and buffalo milk’s refractive index is nearby, the 

proposed sensor can effectively observe the resonance curve shift. The sensitivity of the 

proposed sensor, in this case, is 38.44 ° RIU⁄  and 37.95° RIU⁄  respectively. In the upcoming 

section, the author has investigated some other types of impurities affecting the purity of milk. 

Besides urea, melamine and salmonella are the most common impurity observed in milk. For 

(a) 

(b) 
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sensing purposes, the author has taken the average value of whole and skimmed milk RI value 

for cow and buffalo milk, respectively, and observed the SPR angle shift for different types of 

impurities with respect to this average value.  It’s observed that the sensitivity of the proposed 

sensor for Melamine detection is 179.125° RIU⁄ . The actual position of the SPR angle for this 

observation is given in Fig. 3. Similarly, for the analysis of Salmonella, it is observed that 

sensitivity observed as 22.0025° RIU⁄ .  

 

 
Fig. 3 (a) Melamine adulteration analysis (b) Salmonella adulteration analysis 

 

 

(b) 

(a) 
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Table 2 summarizes the sensor's sensitivity for detecting urea, melamine, and salmonella in 

buffalo and cow milk. 

Table 2: Result summary for sensitivity estimation 

Urea detection in cow  milk  38.44° RIU⁄  

Urea detection in buffalo milk 37.952° RIU⁄  

Melamine detection in milk (taken  average value of RI) 179.125° RIU⁄  

Salmonella detection in milk (taken average value of RI) 22.0025° RIU⁄  

 

4. Conclusion 

In the presented study, milk adulteration such as urea, melamine, and salmonella has been 

detected with the help of the SPR-based sensor. 2S2G glass prism has been used to increase 

the dynamic range of the detection. P-polarized light is launched into the prism with the help 

of fiber. Silver (Ag) and PtSe2 have been used as intermediate layers, whereas Mxene is used 

as the BRE layer to detect the adulteration in cow and buffalo milk. The performance of the 

presented sensor for urea detection in buffalo and cow milk is 37.952°/RIU and 38.44°/RIU, 

respectively. At the same time, the sensitivity detected by the proposed SPR sensor for the 

salmonella and melamine salmonella adulteration in the milk is 22.0025°/RIU and 

179.125°/RIU, respectively.  
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